
* The installation diagram is only for your reference.
* The product is subject to the real object. 

Installation diagram

Installing steps

Ⅰ.Attention to installation
 1.Install water pipe as per this manual.

 2.Floor drain should be installed in the location of the faucet.

 3.The faucet is to be installed after decoration (as smell of paint will corrode the surface of the faucet).

 4.Make sure that there is no block in the pipe before installation. Get rid of mud, sand or other foreign matter 

 in the pipe.

 5.The thread part shall be wound by raw material tape before it is screwed.A piece of cloth shall be used as 

 a pad between the wrench mouth and the faucet to avoid the damage of faucet, (check whether the threads 

 can be matched. Other wise, too strong force applied to the wrench will damage the faucet.)

 6.Check that the connecting parts are firmed after installing. Then connect water source and turn on and off 

 repeatedly to see whether there is any leakage around the connecting part. It can be used after the 

 confirmation.

 7.Leave the manual to the customer.

Ⅱ.Attention to operation
 1.The product shall be used under the condition of water pressure 0.05~1.0MPa and water temperature 0~

 90°C.

 2.Don't hang heavy things on the faucet.

 3.Make sure that the faucet is off when no water comes out of it (especially when nohody resides in the 

 house or during the period of decoration or the absence of water).

 4.Always clean the surface of faucet in neutral wash solution. Then dry it with a piece of soft cotton cloth to 

 keep it bright.

 5.When room temperature drops to below 0°C, take necessary measures to prevent it being frozen and 

 even broken especially during the absence of residence. (such as keeping faucet warm and closing 

 windows.)

 6.You should open the cold and hot water in turn and adjust the temperature before washing or showering. 

 Don't touch the faucet of hot part avoid scald.

 7.Don't disassemble the product unless you are an expert to avoid damage.
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1.Put the knitted hoses and the tightening screw on the faucet body and then screw down hight.

2.Put the rubber washer around the faucet body which gets through the hole in the water trough and then the 

locking washer. Tighten the body with the locking nut.

3.Connect the knitted hose and the triangle valve with hot left and cold right.

4.Connect water source to see whether installation is OK.
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